MAIN EVENTS

10 SEED PRIMING AND PREGERMINATION: MAKING TIME
Time is of the essence in sports turf management, and seed priming and pregermination can help speed new turf and overseeding establishment. While methods vary with pregermination, constants include frequent changing of water, maintaining adequate temperature and oxygenation.

16 1993 DIAMOND OF THE YEAR: THE GENOA HIGH ATTITUDE
When the Genoa High School baseball diamond fell into disrepair, coach Jeff Thompson, his staff and players, the school’s administration, and the entire community didn’t give up — they got busy. Their positive attitude and efforts made this northwest Ohio diamond a winner.

24 IRRIGATION EFFICIENCY: ATTENTION PAYS
From a simple catch-can test to check for distribution uniformity to matching precipitation rates of various rotors and heads, paying attention to irrigation system efficiency makes agronomic and economic sense.

31 WARM SEASON TURF RENOVATION: PROFILES IN EXCELLENCE
Budget and use drastically affect athletic field renovation practices, but with ongoing effort, excellence is possible in even high-use, low-budget facilities. Chris Bunnell, grounds supervisor for the Escondido Union School District and president of the Southern California Chapter of the Sports Turf Managers Association, details several diverse programs.

LINE-UP

6 FRONT OFFICE 36 STMA IN ACTION
6 EVENTS
27 CHEMICAL LOG
34 EXPLORING EQUIPMENT
38 ROOKIES
38 SCOREBOARD

ON THE COVER: Because of the ongoing event schedule at San Diego Jack Murphy, shown here on the morning of a Chargers game, renovation procedures are performed year-round. Photo courtesy: Steve Wightman. (Inset) Catch cans set up in park to gauge irrigation distribution. Photo courtesy: Kurt Mengel.